President Mahama commends Bill Gates for supporting Ghana
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President of Ghana, John Dramani Mahama recently commended Mr Bill Gates, for his tremendous support to Ghana's school feeding and public healthcare system, (especially in the area of HIV/AIDS), which the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation have supported.

Mr Bill Gates was in Ghana for a two-day working from March 25th to see some of the projects his Foundation are executing and to participate in an immunization tour.

President Mahama said the support from the Bill Gates' Foundation had helped to boost the nutritional needs of children and increase the number of children going to school, which has in fact, enabled Ghana to reach the universal enrolment level.

Mr. Bill Gates said he was in the country to observe Ghana's healthcare system and the need to replicate it elsewhere and promised to partner with Ghana to ensure that the health needs of the people are met in the coming years.

Read more in the original article from VIBE Ghana, President Mahama commends Bill Gates for supporting Ghana.